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CONTACT INFORMATION
Contact us to book your
in-home design appointment today
1800 332 223
LIFETIME ADVANTAGE
A kitchen renovation is an important investment in terms of time, money and
resources, so it is vital to ensure your manufacturer meets quality standards.
Furntech-AFRDI (the Australasian Furniture Research & Development Institute) has
accredited Wholesale Kitchens with the Australian and International Standards
for quality, strength, durability, safety and sustainability under the program.

Why

Wholesale Kitchens?
At Wholesale Kitchens, we are an Australian-owned kitchen supplier who
understands the true meaning of value.
For over thirty years we have been providing Australians with affordable
kitchens manufactured in Australian based joinery. With total control over
quality and cost, benefits are passed on directly to our clients. There’s no
middle man – you deal direct and save!
We also include a complementary design appointment at your home,
where an expert can help you decide on the best kitchen style, layout and
storage solutions for your needs. We will work with you hand in hand to
create the ideal kitchen design that meets your lifestyle needs as well as
your budget. And with our factory located on the NSW Central Coast,
we're able to quickly turn these concepts into reality, to get your kitchen
project underway.
You can also rest assured that Wholesale Kitchens meets Australian
standards (AFRDI) and our manufacturing comes with a 7 year warranty on
your new kitchen.
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Planning
Your new kitchen in
5 simple steps
1.

IDEAS AND INSPIRATION

2.

APPLIANCES

3.

DESIGN & CONSULT

4.

PLANS

5.

DELIVERY

Get lots of ideas and inspiration from this guide and
Wholesale Kitchens website. You’ll find helpful appliance
Buying Guides, and a gallery of kitchen photos to help you
through the kitchen planning process.

Decide on the kind of appliances you want so when you
design your kitchen you’ll have enough space allocated for
things like a French door fridge, double oven or appliances
that can be built-in like your microwave and coffee machine.

Book your free in-home appointment with one of
Wholesale Kitchen’s highly qualified designers.

Wholesale Kitchen’s online system allows you to access and
approve your plans, make payments and communicate with
the kitchen team throughout the whole process.
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Key

considerations
It’s important to think about these key kitchen
questions from the outset. Your answers will
help shape your kitchen’s layout and design.
• What are the measurements of your kitchen space?
• Will your kitchen flow to your dining and lounge areas?
• Do you want the kitchen to flow into your outdoor area?
• Do you entertain a lot?
•	Do you want to be able to keep an eye on the kids doing
their homework or watching TV whilst cooking?
• What style of kitchen appeals to you?
•	What’s your storage style? Do you prefer cupboards
or large drawers? Do you want a pull out pantry?
•	What sort of benchtop suits your lifestyle – stone, solid surface
or laminate? Do you understand the benefits of each type?
•	Do you want a little study nook in the kitchen to make working from
home and life admin easier?
•	Do you want benchtop appliances and cooking mess hidden away
in a butler’s pantry for an uncluttered, minimalist kitchen?
Your answers will help Wholesale Kitchens create
your perfect kitchen.
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STEP 1:

Ideas &
inspiration
Time to get inspired with all the latest styles and trends,
plus all our favourite kitchens from The Block!
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IDEAS

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE
BLANCO ZEUS
WITH 40MM
EFGE

DOOR RANGE:
SUPER MATT
BLACK

DOOR RANGE:
ESSENDON SUPER
MATT SERENE
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IDEAS

BENCHTOP: SILESTONE
WHITE STORM
(SHARKNOSE PROFILE)

& SILESTONE LYRA

CABINETRY:
BALLINA
NATURAL OAK,

CABINETRY:
CHADSTONE
CINDER
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IDEAS

DOOR RANGE:
SUPER MATT
BLACK

CABINETRY:
ESSENDON
WHITE SATIN

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE
HELIX
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IDEAS

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE
ARIEL (BLACK
SHADOWLINE)

DOOR RANGE:
SOMERSBY
WHITE MATT
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IDEAS

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE
CEMENTO SOA

DOOR RANGE:
BALLINA
NATURAL OAK

DOOR RANGE:
SUPER MATT
BLACK
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Modern

IDEAS

Family kitchen
Spacious and cleverly designed to meet all the different needs of
busy families – from cooking and eating to entertaining friends
and keeping an eye on the kids. Contrasting colours and integrated
handles create a sleek look for modern families.

HOT TREND
INTEGRATED DINING TABLE
Great for small areas, your dining table can become an extension
of your island bench, either at normal height sitting just below the
height of your island, or at the same height with barstools.

HOT TREND HANDLES
Handles are a way of adding a personal touch to kitchens
while also maintaining a functional aspect as we see more
and more integrated appliances in our kitchens.

DOOR RANGE:
ARTARMON
GLOSS ROYAL
OYSTER
AND GLOSS
GRAPHITE

ACCESSORIES:
ANODISED
SLIM TAG
& MARQ
INTEGRATED
HANDLE

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
CEMENTO SPA WITH
52mm EDGE AND
YUKON WITH
20mm EDGE
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The

Entertainer’s
Kitchen

IDEAS

Lots of drawers for platters and serving bowls, a big island bench
for chatting to friends while you chop, and a big French door
fridge with an ice and water dispenser plus room for everything,
coupled with a coffee machine, are essentials for the entertainer.

HOT TREND
FEATURE TAPS AND SINKS
Taps and sinks can be fashionable as well as
functional. Now available in a wide range of colours
like black, bronze and traditional stainless steel.

HOT TREND
BUTLER’S PANTRY
A butler’s pantry provides an excellent space to prepare
meals and hide dirty dishes out of sight (and out of
mind!) while entertaining so you don’t miss a valuable
moment with your guests. Larger spaces may inlcude a
second sink, second dishwasher or wine fridge.

CABINETRY:
BALLINA
SEPIA OAK

CABINETRY:
CAIRNS DULUX
BLACK

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
TAO WITH
40mm EDGE
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Modern

IDEAS

Industrial
kitchen

Inspired by warehouse style, modern industrial
kitchens bring timber, brick and stainless steel
appliances together for a chic, loft-style kitchen.

HOT TREND
APPLIANCE WALL
Have all your key appliances integrated
on one wall with your oven, microwave
and even your coffee machine.

HOT TREND
FEATURE SPLASHBACK
BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
CYGNUS WITH
52mm EDGE

DOOR RANGE:
BALLINA
NATURAL OAK

DOOR RANGE:
ARTARMON GLOSS
GUNMETAL

Your splashback is an ideal place to add your
creative flair, whether through colour, glass over
exposed brick, feature lighting or signature tiles.
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Contemporary

kitchen

IDEAS

Contrasting colours combined with the warmth of timber,
modern black built-in cooking appliances, and integrated
cabinetry handles create a contemporary kitchen that’s
both stunning and practical.

HOT TREND
GLASS SIDED DRAWERS
Practical and stylish, glass sided drawers are
the finishing touch for yournew kitchen.

HOT TREND
FEATURE STORAGE SHELVES
A mixture of shelving, drawers and cupboards can
help break up a large kitchen and gives you space to
display some of your favourite items.

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
TAO WITH
40mm EDGE

ISLAND
BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
LAGOON
WITH 60mm
EDGE

CABINETRY:
BALLINA
NATURAL OAK
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Homely

IDEAS

minimalism

A beautiful island bench with a waterfall edge and integrated
cabinetry handles create sleek kitchen lines, and everyday
benchtop appliances are easily accessible yet cleverly tucked
away inside the cabinetry. The modern splashback adds
interest and the timber feature lighting balances the minimalism
with homely warmth.

HOT TREND
HANDLE-LESS CUPBOARDS
Achieve the minimalist look by omitting handles with
clever push-to-open doors.

DOOR RANGE:
ARTARMON
GLOSS WHITE

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
LAGOON WITH
20mm EDGE

ACCESSORY:
ROLLER SHUTTER
APPLIANCE
CUPBOARD

HOT TREND
EASY ACCESS CUPBOARDS
For a sleek look, hide appliances you use often behind
roller shutter or bi-fold cupboard doors for easy access.
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IDEAS

HOT TREND
STATEMENT
APPLIANCES
Make a statement
with appliances such
as a vintage style
freestanding cooker and
matching rangehood.

Hamptons style

kitchens

Inspired by The Hamptons in New York, a “shaker
kitchen” has white glass-fronted timber cabinets, a
marble look benchtop, ornate handles, and white
subway splashback tiles for relaxed, coastal kitchen
style that will stand the test of time.

HOT TREND
GLASS FRONTED CABINETRY
Glass cabinet inserts generally feature in the upper cabinet
and represent an ideal compromise between solid doors
and open shelving. Add interior lighting for ambience.

CABINETRY:
NAREE
WHITE MATT

BENCHTOP:
PALAZZO

ACCESSORY:
CONCEALED
RANGEHOOD
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See more of our gallery images at
wholesalekitchensdirect.com.au

CABINETRY:
ARTARMON GLOSS
WHITE

IDEAS

BENCHTOP:
ACCESSORY:
SOLID SURFACE ALUMINIUM LINEAR
HANDLE
ZUCCHERO
WITH 52mm EDGE

HOT TREND
WATERFALL END
The benchtop flows from the top of
the island right down to the floor
for sleek kitchen lines and extra
wow-factor in any kitchen.

Classic

kitchen

Timeless and fresh with a neutral colour
palette and freestanding all-in-one cooker,
classic kitchens keep things simple and
appeal to most. Personal touches can be
added through feature lighting, handles and
a contrasting benchtop colour.

HOT TREND
INTEGRATED APPLIANCES
Hiding appliances like dishwashers and fridges
behind cabinetry creates streamlined continuity for
a classic kitchen with a modern twist.
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Traditional

with a modern twist

IDEAS

Traditional timber cabinetry and a classic marble look
benchtop are paired with stainless steel and black
appliances for a modern twist on the traditional kitchen.

HOT TREND
RANGEHOODS
Your rangehood can be a statement piece, a pull out design
where you only see a small amount of it, or completely
concealed behind cupboards for a truly minimalistic look.

HOT TREND
MIX AND MATCH
Combining different materials and
textures creates a unique look in
the kitchen and is a clever way
to link the kitchen to furniture and
decor in connecting rooms. Try
pairing glass cabinetry with timber
to bring a bold and dynamic feel
to your kitchen space.

DOOR RANGE:
SOMERSBY
BLACK MATT

DOOR RANGE:
SOMERSBY
WHITE MATT

BENCHTOP:
SILESTONE®
BLANCO ZEUS
WITH 40mm EDGE
(EXCLUDES ISLAND)
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STEP 2:

Appliances
It’s important to consider on your appliances before designing
your new kitchen. Your designer needs this information so they
can allow enough space for things like a French door fridge
or large freestanding cooker, and your style of appliances will
have an influence on the overall look.
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STEP 3:

DESIGN YOUR
KITCHEN
YOUR WAY
Feeling inspired? Now it’s time to get to the details: colours, finishes,
layout, benchtops, handles, door profiles and more.
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DESIGN

Kitchen layout

options

The right layout for you will depend on the
size of your kitchen and household, as well
as your personal preference.
When considering which kitchen layout
option works best for your space you need
to keep the work triangle in mind – this
refers to how the three key kitchen zones
work together – your food prep, cooking,
and clean up areas – so you can work as
efficiently as possible in your kitchen.

U-SHAPE
KITCHEN

The U-shape kitchen is suitable
for larger kitchen spaces and is
a great option for families who
spend a lot of time in the kitchen.

GALLEY
KITCHEN
The galley kitchen is the most functional
kitchen design for most spaces. It is a
modern design that allows the shortest
access to all areas of the kitchen.

L-SHAPE
KITCHEN

The L-shape kitchen is suitable
for smaller spaces as it allows
for more open space between
working areas within the kitchen.

ISLAND
KITCHEN
This single line kitchen includesan
island. It provides plenty of storage
as well as extra work surface.
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SILESTONE®
Silestone® is an elegant surface manufactured from natural quartz. Available in
an array of stylish colours, it’s highly resistant to stains and scratches, and has a
bacteriostatic quality making it a beautiful and hygienic option for your kitchen.

Benchtops

An important part of your new kitchen is the benchtop.
You can achieve different looks by complementing or
contrasting your benchtop with your cabinetry, and even
have different benchtops in different places in your kitchen.

DESIGN

Alpina White

Blanco Maple

Blanco Matrix

Blanco Norte

Bianco River

Ariel

Cemento SPA

Pearl Jasmine

Eternal Serena

Doradus

Gris Expo

Lagoon

Lyra

Marengo

White Storm

Kensho

Unsui

Merope

Eternal Calacatta Gold

Blanco Zeus

SUPER MATT LAMINATE
Imported from Italy, this smooth, matt benchtop is nothing short of stunning. This impressive material features an innovative
nano technology to ensure it is resistant not only to fingerprints, but is also able to withstand knocks and scratches.
Matt Noir
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LAMINATE
Manufactured in Europe, Serrafina Laminate benchtops are now available in a wide variety of colours at an affordable
price, making them a practical and economical solution. With low maintenance and easy to clean surfaces, Serrafina
Laminate benchtops are a consistently popular choice.
Alpine White Quadra

Anthracite Ceramic Streamline

Chalk Ceramic Streamline

Jura Marble Gloss Quadra

Smoked Dakota Oak Quadra

Brushed Concrete Quadra

Natural Halifax Oak Streamline

Trento Grey Beige Streamline

Trasimeno Basalt Gloss Quadra

Pale Lancelot Oak Streamline

Tabacco Halifax Oak Streamline

DESIGN

SERRAFINA SOLID SURFACE
Solid Surface benchtops provide a contemporary finish that is smooth to the touch. The surface is non-porous which means
bacteria cannot harbour in the material. Each Solid Surface benchtop is made with a 52mm drop down edge and can be
matched with any material to complete your kitchen. There are a wide range of popular stone effect colours to choose from.
Inconspicuous joins create a seamless look that is easy to clean.
Arctic White

Bianco Quartz

Sea Salt

Zucchero

Concrete Quartz

Ice
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Doors & drawers

DESIGN

Choosing your kitchen cabinetry
Think about how the colour and style of your cupboards and
drawers will enhance the look and feel of your kitchen. Light
coloured cabinetry makes small kitchens feel bigger, and dark
cabinetry with a glossy finish adds bold kitchen drama.
All of Wholesale Kitchens doors and drawers are soft-closing
and the cabinetry range represents the most popular Australian
colours and the latest in global trends.
Naree

Bundall

Glass with square frame

(can be used in any door range)

Carseldine

Somersby

Caringbah Square

ARTARMON GLOSS

The Artarmon door is an ultra-high gloss door, available in a range of contemporary colours.
Ideal for achieving a sleek modern look.

BLACK

CREME BRULEE

GRAPHITE

PEARL METALLIC

ROYAL OYSTER

SILVER METALLIC

WHITE

CLOUDY GREY
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BALLINA

The Ballina is a horizontal timber grain door with a textured matt finish. Available in earthy timber colours, the Ballina
works brilliantly as a feature door, combining well with gloss and matt surfaces.

CARSELDINE

DESIGN

The Carseldine door is a vacuum formed door with a grooved central
panel befitting a relaxed country or beach style kitchen. It is available
in a neutral colour palette of whites and greys.

BLACK WENGE RAVINE

BLEACHED WALNUT RAVINE

CAFE OAK RAVINE

DRIFTED OAK RAVINE

ALABASTER

AMARO

ANTIQUE WHITE

CINDER

NATURAL OAK RAVINE

SATRA WOOD RAVINE

SEPIA OAK RAVINE

TESSUTO MILAN RAVINE

GREIGE

STONE GREY

STRATA GREY

TAUPE

WHITE

BLACK

BUNDALL

The Bundall is a style polyurethane door with a sophisticated square profile. Ideal for those seeking a
high-end, traditional style kitchen.

CHADSTONE
WHITE GLOSS OR SATIN

The Chadstone is a popular flat, melamine door available in an extensive matt colour range including timber grain options.
A great base for achieving your desired style by mixing and matching with varying textures, tones and finishes.

ANTIQUE WHITE
GLOSS OR SATIN

CAIRNS

The Cairns is an aluminium framed feature door with glass inserts, and is available in any Dulux colour.

CHICKORY FLOWER

NUREUS

RICH RED VIOLET

ALABASTER

AMARO

ANCIENT TEAK

ANTIQUE WHITE

CINDER

COMBAT TEAK

GRAPHITE

MIDNIGHT

GREIGE

JAMAICAN WALNUT

MYSTIC NIGHT

RURAL OAK RIVEN

RIGA EMBER FINEGRAIN TEXTURE

RIGA ZINC FINEGRAIN TEXTURE

STONE GREY

STRATA GREY

TAUPE

TITANIUM

WHITE

RASPBERRY

OLIVE

WOODLINE CREAM

STELLA

CARINGBAH

The Caringbah is a vacuum vinyl door with a choice of several different profiles. Available in a matt finish, this door is
well suited to a traditional style kitchen.

ALABASTER

GREIGE

WHITE

AMARO

STONE GREY

ANTIQUE WHITE

STRATA GREY

CINDER

TAUPE

BLACK
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SOMERSBY

ESSENDON

The Somersby is a shaker style door, available in a matt finish. A great choice
for those seeking a Hampton’s, coastal or French Provincial inspired kitchen.

The Essendon is a super matt non-gloss door that is highly durable and easy to
maintain. Smooth to touch, the Essendon is a contemporary door favoured by
those looking for a sophisticated finish.

BESPOKE

CASTEL

WHITE

ALABASTER

MONTAGE

DESIGN

SERENE

ALABASTER

AMARO

ANTIQUE WHITE

CINDER

SERENE

GREIGE

STONE GREY

STRATA GREY

TAUPE

BLACK

WHITE

HELENSVALE

The Helensvale is a textured melamine door that is well suited to both contemporary and traditional kitchen styles.

WHITE

SUPER MATT BLACK

ANTIQUE WHITE

Super Matt Black is a stunning door choice for any stylish, modern kitchen. Super soft to touch, and with anti-fingerprint
qualities, this is a door that makes a statement.

NAREE

The Naree is a classic shaker style door, available in a matt finish. A great choice for those seeking a Hampton’s, coastal
or French Provincial inspired kitchen.
SUPER MATT BLACK

ALABASTER

AMARO

ANTIQUE WHITE

CINDER

WASHED OAK

The Washed Oak is a timber grain door available in both horizontal and vertical grains. Available in an array of
striking colours, this door achieves a worn, washed look and is ideally used as feature cabinetry.

GREIGE

BLACK

STONE GREY

STRATA GREY

TAUPE
AEGEAN

BYZANTINE

CARMINE

CITRINE

MADEIRA

PEACOCK

PERSIAN

SAFFRON

WHITE

VERDE
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DESIGN

Aluminium Handle Zeus

Aluminium Handle Hera

Aluminium Handle Hestia

Marq Integrated Handle

Chrome Square Knob 20mm

Small Curved Satin
Chrome Pull 50mm

Silver Anodised Slim Tag 80mm

Polished Chrome Pull 52mm

Curved Tag Door Pull
Polished Chrome 45mm

Satin Dimple Knob 30mm

Brass Dimple Knob 30mm

Satin Cup 94mm

Cylindrical Mitre Corner
Stainless Steel Bar 140mm

Slimline Stainless Steel 194mm

Angle Polished Chrome
Thin Bar 203mm

Matt Aluminium
Thin Bar 240mm

Flat Satin Chrome Bar 264mm

Rectangle Satin Nickel
Flat Bar 170mm

Polished Chrome
Rounded Bar 285mm

Thin Square Stainless Steel
Brushed Bar 232mm

“U” Stainless Steel Pull 60mm

Get a grip

You can handle this
Once you’ve picked your doors, choosing
handles for your cupboards and drawers is
pretty simple.
Look for handles that match your style
and overall kitchen design.
A modern kitchen will suit
sleek integrated handles like
the Hestia or Marq, whereas
a bar handle or cup style will
be better for a traditional
kitchen.
Also think about how easily
you’ll be able to open doors and drawers,
and how comfortable they’ll feel in your
hand. Remember you’ll use them a lot!
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DESIGN
Stainless Steel Round Bar
with Arms 160mm

Brushed Nickel
Square Edge Bow 128mm

Stainless Steel Flattened End 184mm

Satin Nickel D Screw
Hole Ends 127mm

Half Moon Satin Chrome 88mm

Chrome Bar 96Mm

Antique Black Knob 31Mm

Oxidised Tin & Copper Effect
Handle 96Mm

Chrome Knob 30Mm

Antique Brown Knob 34Mm

Oak Handle Large 224Mm

Slimline Dark Brown Handle
Medium & Large

Black Timber Bar Copper Legs 160Mm

Antique Brown Bar 128Mm

Oxidised Tin & Copper Effect
Handle 96Mm

Chrome Cup 64Mm

Curved Brushed Nickel Bar 203mm

Black Anodised Bar

Thick Black Handle

Large Square Concave
Brushed Nickel Knob 78mm
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No space wasted

DESIGN

An organised kitchen

With clever storage solutions you can make sure no space is wasted and you can find what you’re looking for fast.
Wholesale Kitchens have lots of creative solutions for keeping your kitchen organised. Corner carousels inside kitchen
cupboards make it easy to reach into corners that would otherwise become wasted space, a pull out pantry and
spice drawers keeps everything nice and tidy, and rubbish and recycling bins hidden away under your sink near the
dishwasher makes cleaning up quick and easy.

RUBBISH BINS

CORNER CAROUSELS

Keep unsightly rubbish hidden away and your recycling organised
behind cupboard doors with these easy access pull out bins.

Corner carousels offer easy access to corner
cabinets that are usually hard to reach.

See more images at
wholesalekitchensdirect.com.au

PULL OUT PANTRY
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DESIGN
See more images at
wholesalekitchensdirect.com.au

DRAWERS

EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE

Our selection of drawers make organisation a breeze. Soft
close drawers come standard with all Wholesale kitchens.

To help you be a more organised chef make the most of drawer accessories like spice racks,
knife blocks and utensil dividers, making everything you need within reach and easy to find.
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DESIGN

To an affordable kitchen
The exciting new Xpress range by Wholesale Kitchens
has landed – ready to fit the bill for those seeking an
affordable DIY kitchen solution.
When time is of the essence, Xpress is the answer.
Whether your kitchen project is big or small, Xpress is the
fastest way to get underway, with your kitchen delivered
to your door ready-to-assemble, just 10 days after final
payment. Perfect for DIY on a budget or a quick flip
renovation, Xpress is a ready-to-assemble kitchen range
that includes features and benefits over and above any
other flat-pack on the market.
And where other flat pack kitchen options may fall
short on quality and features, Xpress won’t disappoint:
details like soft close doors and drawers are included as
standard, plus much more.
To learn more about Xpress, visit our showrooms
or wholesalekitchensdirect.com.au/xpress-range

DOOR RANGE:
ASPEN SATIN

BENCHTOP:
PRIME OAK

ACCESSORY:
4-F-04
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Your laundry
your way

LAUNDRIES

These days laundry designs are linked to kitchen designs for
home cohesion. Wholesale Kitchens can help you create a stylish,
organised laundry with enough space for sorting, washing,
folding and ironing, and also help you find the right laundry
appliances with special features that make life easier.
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Ready for your new kitchen?
Contact us to make a free in-home appointment with one of our
in-home designers or visit us in store at one of Wholesale Kitchens
Showrooms to speak to a kitchen consultant about your new kitchen.
Call 1800 332 223 to talk to our Customer Service Team.

wholesalekitchensdirect.com.au

Showrooms
WILLOUGHBY

Shop 3/100 Penshurst St
NSW
(02) 9967 5054

THORNBURY

327 Darebin Rd
VIC
(03) 9426 7430

